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This fifteen-person committee had a successful year serving Virginia State Bar members through new and ongoing programs.
The initiatives included the updating and republication of the valuable resource Lawyers and Other People’s Money: A Resource
for Maintaining Trust Accounts. This resource is now available for free download at www.vsb.org/docs/Lawyers_OPM_electronic.pdf.
To complement this re-issue, the committee completed development of a new interactive continuing education program, “The
Devil Wore Green: Trust Accounting and You.” This ethics program is now available without charge to local bar organizations.
In addition, the committee has been working with the bar’s endorsed carrier, Attorneys Liability Protection Society (ALPS),
to develop a lawyer-friendly trust accounting software program that would meet the standards of the Virginia Rules of
Professional Conduct.
The committee continued its participation in the presentation of well-received risk management seminars offered across the
state by ALPS. The committee also continued its oversight of the programs offered by the bar’s risk managers. Services include a
confidential risk management hotline, voluntary solo and small-firm audits, law-office management seminars, and publication of
articles in the VSB’s Virginia Lawyer magazine.
In the area of client protection, the committee continued to evaluate whether the bar is doing all it should to protect the public
from harm arising from lawyer malpractice.
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The purpose of the Virginia State Bar insurance program is to provide bar members with good-quality coverage at affordable
prices. The insurance program consists of medical, term life, and disability insurance. The role of the committee and its endorsed
broker-administrator, the Virginia State Bar Members’ Insurance Center, is to serve the interests of VSB members.
Background
The Virginia State Bar has endorsed personal insurance plans for more than fifty years. In 1954, the bar began offering members a group life insurance plan. Although there have been variations in the details of the coverage, life, health, and disability insurance plans have been endorsed continuously since the inception of the program. During the early 1970s as many as fifteen types of
insurance were endorsed in the name of the VSB. By 1980, those were trimmed back to the original three (life, health, and disability)
which were consistent with the mission of the program. In 1995, the bar’s authority to provide group insurance for its members was
codified by the General Assembly.
The purpose of the insurance program is not to compete with the commercial market, but rather to leverage the group’s buying power to provide members with insurance they could not get elsewhere. Over the years, the primary beneficiaries have been solo
practitioners and small firms.
Past evaluations of the program by the Personal Insurance Committee, the VSB Executive Committee, the VSB Council, and outside consultants have found that the plans are an important service to members of the bar. They concluded that the plans can improve
the quality of legal services and even limit misconduct by allowing attorneys to provide their families and employees with adequate
insurance, particularly health insurance. They point to instances of defalcation committed to pay for uninsured family medical expenses.

